AWAKEN
YOUR
SENSES
For a better you™.

A PLACE WHERE OCEAN,
HEAVEN AND HEALING MEET
Welcome to Moana Lani Spa, a tranquil place where
Hawaiian healing traditions and innovate spa rituals
inspire the spirit and become one. A spa blessed with
history, whose home is the ‘First Lady of Waikiki,’ the
Moana Surfrider, A Westin Resort & Spa. She rests
on the natural healing spring, ‘Apuakehau, flowing
from Manoa valley into our beautiful oceanfront. This
spring that once gave life to Waikiki now gives life to
our spa. Join us at this place where body therapies
nourish the soul, melodies of the ocean inspire renewal
and senses are your guide.

Take Time
FOR yourself
MOANA ESCAPE PACKAGES
All packages are offered on a per person experience, not shared with another person. No substitutions
and can’t be split into different days.
HEAVENLY MOANA

Begin your experience with a 50 minute Heavenly
Spa Signature Massage and continue with an
intoxicating and exotic Kona Coffee and Vanilla
Ritual series, which includes an 80 minute body
wrap, 80 minute facial and 80 minute pedicure.
This unique package will leave you scented with
the uniqueness of the islands.
(Allow 5.5 hours - $535)
MAKEMAKE “WISH”

Replenish your body and awaken your senses
with the aromatic scents of a 50 minute Heavenly
Spa Signature Massage, a 25 minute Renewal
Ritual and a transforming 50 minute Custom
Glow Facial.
(Allow 2.5 hours - $325)

MOE‘UHANE “DREAM”

An escape of renewing services – a 50 minute
Heavenly Spa Signature Massage and a 50
minute Custom Glow Facial experience.
(Allow 2 hours - $245)
LUSHLY MOANA

Invigorate your senses at our “blend bar” – 45
minute Lushly Moana Manicure and a 60 minute
Lushly Moana Pedicure. Your service ends with a
gift from your “blend bar”.
(Allow 2 hours - $140)

FACE EVERY
MOMENT WI
A SMILE
HEAVENLY glow skin
All facials are “extraction free” and are only performed upon request.
SIGNATURE LOMI FACIAL

This facial utilizes lomi massage techniques
which assist in reducing wrinkles, fine lines and
strengthening facial muscles. Local ingredients
along with the premier products of Rice Force
known for its amazing hydrating ability are used
to complete this signature facial.
(80 minutes - $210)
instant lift FACIAL

When an event requires you to look your best,
this express treatment utilizes a micro-current
toning device which gently stimulates your facial
muscles to help lift and give a firmer more rested
appearance. Combining our red light therapy
helps stimulate your natural collagen production
and help to decrease the appearance of fine lines
on the face.
(50 minutes - $145)
KONA COFFEE AND VANILLA FACIAL

Experience the organic and indigenous
ingredients of Hawaiian Kona Coffee, Kauai
clay and vanilla. This facial ritual detoxifies
and purifies the skin from free-radicals and
environmental stresses. Follow with a Hula ‘ili ‘ili
stone massage that will complete this therapeutic
ritual. Not recommended for guests with caffeine
sensitivity.
(80 minutes - $195)

GENTLEMAN

This customized facial addresses all skin types
but is specific to the unique needs of men.
(50 or 80 minutes - $145 | $195)
CUSTOM GLOW

Utilizing natural, organic elements and timetested facial massage techniques, your
esthetician will select, according to your needs,
a ritual designed to address your skincare goals.
This treatment is perfect for combination skin and
addresses acne, pigmentation and hydration. You
will be elevated to a new plane of relaxation and
your natural beauty restored.
(50 or 80 minutes - $145 | $195)
AGE DEFYING FACIAL

Turn around aging and total renewal. A complete
rejuvenation treatment to regenerate skin,
reshape and firm facial muscles revealing a clear,
even toned complexion.
(80 minutes - $240)
REVIVE FACIAL

A soothing, relaxing aromatherapy facial.
Aromatherapy oils are customized based on how
you want to feel after the treatment.
(50 or 80 minutes - $145 | $195)

Y
WITH
ENHANCEMENT RITUALS
Add in the following to any facial ritual to customize your journey and enhance
your results. These will not add additional time onto your service.
HEAVENLY HANDS OR FEET

Moisturizing paraffin hand or foot treatment.
($25 each)
RADIATE

A collagen infused eye mask with cold stone massage helps revive the
delicate eye area by reducing swelling and puffiness, minimizing dark
circles, and softening expression lines around the eyes.
($55 each)
REVIVE LIP BLOOM

This 3 step treatment will exfoliate, polish, and condition your lips to a
more youthful appearance. Continue to reveal younger looking lips with
your personal take home kit.
($60)

TAKE TIME
FOR YOURS

BODY RITUALS
KONA COFFEE CLAY BODY RITUAL

Experience the intoxicating indigenous
ingredients of Hawaiian Kona Coffee, Kaua’i clay.
This body wrap detoxifies and purifies the skin
of free radicals and environmental toxins. An
application of kokee completes this therapeutic
ritual leaving your mind and body renewed. Not
recommended for guests with caffeine sensitivity.
(80 minutes - $195)
ENERGIZE SCRUB

The body is scrubbed using a personalized
aromatherapy body wash and natural exfoliating
olive grains, leaving the skin feeling smooth and
the mind energized.
(45 minutes - $145)
POST-SUN RITUAL

The perfect retreat after a day at the beach,
this post-sun ritual envelops you in a cooling
wrap to soothe and moisturize your body. Rich in
antioxidants and vitamins that heal and nourish
sunburned skin, aloe vera gel is gently smoothed

E
SELF

over you and finished off with a scalp massage
and hair treatment. Your entire body will feel
protected and revitalized.
(50 minutes - $150)
Organic Ka ua lomi body polish

Bask under the tranquil waters of our Vichy
rain shower while we tone, soften and revitalize
your skin using rich, body polishes and aromatic
lotions. This decadent experience is perfect for
nourishing and moisturizing dull skin.
(60 minutes - $160)
FOR A BETTER YOU

This beauty treatment is designed to leave
you feeling your best, providing beauty from
head to toe. Your treatment begins with a body
manipulation sequence and wrap to address
cellulite and promote slimming. This treatment
includes a relaxing scalp treatment and foot
massage.
(80 minutes - $250)

HEAVENLY TOUCH
Our therapists are certified in a variety of massage and therapeutic techniques,
so please inquire if interested in additional modalities.
HEAVENLY SPA SIGNATURE MASSAGE

LOMI HOOKIPA

A massage tailored to your specific needs,
enhanced with our signature Westin White Tea.
Renewal comes from the harmonious balance of
aromatherapy and touch, light to
medium pressure.

This Hawaiian inspired style of massage utilizes
the forearm, hands, and elbows providing long
kneading strokes over the muscles for maximum
relaxation.
(50 or 80 minutes - $155 | $210)

(50 or 80 minutes - $145 | $195)
MOMMY-TO-BE
HULA ‘ILI ‘ILI

This Hawaiian inspired massage utilizes the
warmth in the ‘ili ‘ili (stone) to encourage muscle
relaxation & increase blood flow throughout the
body.
(50 or 80 minutes - $155 | $210)
DEEP TISSUE

This invigorating massage technique focuses on
the deeper layers of muscle tissue. It is tailored
to release the chronic patterns of tension
through slow strokes and deep pressure, which
helps to break up and eliminate scar tissue. An
experience tailored to fit your needs, leaving you
feeling balanced and relieved.

Ola hou, meaning new life, represents the life
you are creating and nurturing. A rebalancing
treatment for reactivating your circulation,
firming the skin and reducing swelling of feet
and ankles. This treatment ritual is designed for
those mothers-to-be that are in their second
trimester and after. 80 minute treatment
includes a belly facial.
(50 or 80 minutes - $145 | $195)
ASPIRE MASSAGE

Natural plant aromatherapy oils and diverse
massage techniques are customized based on
your answer to one simple question: How do you
want to feel?

(50 or 80 minutes - $155 | $210)

(50 minutes - $145)

SHIATSU

TEEN MASSAGE

Japanese from shi, meaning finger, and atsu,
meaning pressure. This traditional hands-on
therapy involves applying pressure to special
points or areas on the body in order to maintain
physical and mental well being. Shiatsu is used
to improve circulation and boost the immune
system.
(50 minutes - $155)

This massage is focused on our teens growing
muscles as they go through these ever changing
years. Gentle therapeutic techniques will help
relax and unwind the mind and muscles. For ages
12-15 only.
(50 minutes - $120)

ENHANCEMENT RITUALS
LOMI LOMI OLA

Experience the islands’ traditional healing
massage. Our Hawaiian Lomi Lomi
practitioners have trained with kumu (teachers)
whose lineage is from “kahuna Lomi Lomi,”
the healers of body through massage. This
unique treatment will provide you with a little
history and culture into the art of lomi lomi as
a healing practice. A combination of lomi lomi
techniques, passed down for generations, will
bring relaxation and a sense of overall wellbeing. We invite you to experience healing
through touch and reverence.
(100 minutes total treatment time.
90 minute massage - $275)

Add in the following to customize your
body ritual or massage even further. Please
inquire with your therapist.
RENEWAL RITUAL

An unforgettable 25 minute aromatic and
therapeutic scalp and shoulder massage
with a moisturizing hair oil treatment.
(25 minutes - $70)
HEAVENLY HANDS OR FEET

Moisturizing paraffin hand or foot treatment.
This will not add additional time onto your
service.
($25 each)

NA MELE

In this Moana signature treatment, we utilize
the traditional techniques of lomi and have
hand selected the sounds of Hawai‘i to create
a hypnotic blend of touch and sound. Often
referred to as the “Hawaiian Lullaby,” this
treatment promises to serenade you into deep
relaxation and leave you feeling better than
when you came. The music in this treatment is
also yours to take home as part of your “Moana
Memories.”
(80 minutes - $240)

AROMATHERAPY UPGRADE

Exclusive blends created to enhance your
massage experience through scent and the
therapeutic ingredients of essential oils.
This will not add additional time onto your
service.
($10)

Discover
a new you
TRANSFORMING HAIR REMOVAL

Brow waxing ( from $25)
Lip from ( from $15)
Chin from ( from $15)
Full face (not including brows) ( from $45)
Underarm ( from $35)
Half arm ( from $45)
Full arm ( from $65)
Half leg ( from $65)
Full leg ( from $75)
Bikini ( from $65)
Brazilian ( from $85)
Back ( from $75)
Shoulders ( from $45)
Chest ( from $55)
Abdomen ( from $45)
Hands ( from $25)
SALON SERVICES

Shampoo and style ( from $60)
Shampoo, cut and style ( from $80)
Cut only ( from $40)
Color services ( from $90)
COSMETICS

Makeup consultation and recommendations ( from $45)
Day application ( from $65)
Evening application ( from $75)
Wedding application ( from $85*)
*Consultation recommended before wedding application.

MOANA FOOT RITUALS
ESSENTIAL CARE FOR
HANDS AND FEET
Our signature care for hands and
feet may be enjoyed together,
alone or in tandem with another
treatment. Hands and Feet rituals
are completed with nail shaping,
cleansing and callus care with a
Clarisonic system, cuticle care and
a polish application. Please inform
our spa experience consultants
upon booking if you currently have
gel or acrylic nails.

MOANA HAND RITUALS
KONA COFFEE AND VANILLA MANICURE

Experience the indigenous ingredients of
Hawaiian Kona Coffee, Kaua‘i clay and vanilla.
Address the needs of sun exposed hands,
allowing the rich yet detoxifying effects to
lead to youthful, healthy and supple skin. Not
recommended for guests with caffeine sensitivity.
(50 minutes - $65)

KONA COFFEE AND VANILLA PEDICURE

Experience the indigenous ingredients of
Hawaiian Kona Coffee, Kaua‘i clay and vanilla.
This pedicure begins with an organic healing
soak, followed by a detoxifying and purifying
Kaua‘i clay foot mask. Relax as your foot and
leg massage completes this exotic ritual.
Not recommended for guests with caffeine
sensitivity.
(80 minutes - $90)
LUSHLY MOANA PEDICURE

A detoxifying treatment with active ingredients
that favor the elimination of impurities, providing
an improvement of circulation and balance.
Perfect for reducing the sensation of heaviness,
tension and swelling in your legs and feet.
(50 minutes - $80)
GENTLEMAN PEDICURE

A deluxe pedicure designed exclusively for
the needs of men’s feet. Essential exfoliating,
refreshing massage and cuticle care
replenishment.
(45 minutes - $70)
POLISH CHANGE

LUSHLY MOANA MANICURE

This deluxe service begins at our “blend bar”
where you will customize your products for your
service. Enjoy an exfoliating scrub and massage
using your chosen signature scent leaving your
hands nourished and hydrated.
(45 minutes - $60)

Hands (from $20)
French polish upgrade ($20 additional)
Feet (from $20)
Gel nail removal ($25)
KEIKI MANICURE & PEDICURE

For ages 5-11 only.
(50 minutes - $60)

GENTLEMAN MANICURE

A classic manicure exclusively for men starts
at our “blend bar” for a customized selection
of products to be used. An exfoliating scrub
and massage compliment the care given to the
nails, leaving you feeling confident and looking
sophisticated.
(40 minutes - $55)

ENHANCEMENT RITUALS
Add in the following to customize your
hand or foot rituals even further. These will
not add additional time onto your service.
HEAVENLY HANDS OR FEET

Moisturizing paraffin hand or foot
treatment. ($25 each)
NAIL ART

( from $10)

Indulge in
tranquil
moments
RITUAL FOR TWO SUITE UPGRADE

SPA ACCESS

For those that wish to experience services
together, our private oceanfront couples’ suites
are personalized with whirlpool tubs, private
restrooms and breathtaking views of Waikıki
Beach. All services may be enjoyed together
as a couple, excluding Heavenly Body rituals,
nail services and waxing. In addition, you may
enhance your couples’ experience with a private
whirlpool bath together.

Resting right above the water, our expansive
oceanfront lounges and wet areas, including
steam room, dry sauna, whirlpool and locker/
shower facilities, are the perfect place to rest
your body and renew your spirit. Spa clients are
welcome to enjoy complimentary access to our
facilities from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on the
day of service. Hotel guests may add access
to our spa facilities for a daily fee. Access is
based on availability and may not be extended or
transferred.

SUITE UPGRADE

(upon availability – from $45)
SUITE WITH WHIRLPOOL BATH

(Allow additional 25 minutes - from $90)

DAILY SPA ACCESS

( from $45)

Feel Alive
and inspired
EXPERIENCE THE FULL BENEFITS OF MOANA LANI SPA
RESERVATIONS

CANCELLATION POLICY

Reservations on day of service and walk-in
appointments are always welcome. We encourage
our guests to schedule their appointments
in advance to ensure preferred treatment or
therapist availability. All reservations must be
secured with a major credit card and telephone
number/room number. To make a reservation
please call 808-237-2535 or press extension
42535 from within the resort.

We require six hours notice for changes,
rescheduling or cancellations for our a la carte
services and a 24 hour notice for services that
are part of a package. The full price of your
service(s) will be charged for all late cancellations,
rescheduling or no shows. Please keep in mind
that arriving late for a spa service may require us
to shorten the length of the treatment with full
charges applied, so as to not inconvenience other
guests.

SPA HOURS OF OPERATION

Daily from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
WestinWORKOUT® is open 24 hours daily, and is
accessible by guestroom key or complimentary
for the day with a spa reservation. Spa hours of
operation subject to change.

SERVICE CHARGE AND GRATUITIES

Daily from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

A 21% service charge of all spa services (plus all
applicable taxes) will be added. This includes a
17% gratuity distributed to the spa employees.
No other fee or charge is a tip, gratuity or service
charge for any employee. Additional gratuities
may be given, at your discretion, for exceptional
service.

HEALTH CONCERNS

TAKE TIME

Please inform our Spa Experience Consultant
of any health issues. If you are pregnant, have
cancer, or other significant health concerns, this
information will help us properly advise you of the
best services you can receive.

Give yourself plenty of time to enjoy the steam,
sauna or whirlpool prior to your services. This
will relax and warm the muscles, aiding in the
therapeutic benefits of all treatments and
services. We suggest arriving 30-45 minutes
prior to your first service. Respect yourself and
others by turning off communication devices
prior to entering the spa, locker rooms and
treatment areas. Swimwear is required to enjoy
our oceanfront whirlpool and wet area.

SALON HOURS OF OPERATION

SHOWER

GIFT CARDS

A quick shower just before your massage
or treatment is relaxing and washes off any
salts, minerals or chemicals that could clog
pores when mixed with oils or other treatment
products. We require spa guests enjoying the
whirlpool to shower before use.

Give the gift of priceless serenity and stress
relief to someone you care about — this is a
delightful way to introduce someone to the
benefits of spa services. Moana Lani Spa gift
cards are perfect for any occasion and are
available in $10.00 increments.

FITNESS CLASSES

AGE REQUIREMENTS

Please inquire for classes and time. Charges
may apply.

Guests of Moana Lani Spa must be at least 12
years of age for the use of the spa amenities
and facilities; a parent will need to be present
when minors under 18 receive services or use
the amenities.

TREATMENT ATTIRE

Unless the service description specifies
otherwise, it is customary to wear just your
robe to your service. You will be given the
opportunity to disrobe and cover yourself in
privacy. Throughout your services, your body
will be draped with linens for modesty. At no
time during your treatment will you be fully
exposed.
COMMUNICATION

Prior to the start of your service, tell your
therapist the areas you would like to focus
on, and any areas to be avoided. During your
service, let the therapist know if you feel
any discomfort. Communication is the key to
getting what you want out of your Moana Lani
Spa experience.

PERSONAL VALUABLES

We request that all valuables be stored in your
guestroom prior to arrival at the spa. Moana
Surfrider, A Westin Resort and Spa is not
responsible for lost, stolen or misplaced items.
Our hours of operation and service prices are
subject to change without notification. Our Spa
Experience Consultants will assist you with
any inquiries you may have at the time of your
reservation.

MOANA Lani SPA
T 808.237.2535 (Reservations)
F 808.237.2543

moanalanispa.com
MOANA SURFRIDER, A WESTIN RESORT & SPA
2365 Kalakaua Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96815
T 808.922.3111
moana-surfrider.com
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